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We obtain rates of convergence of stochastic relaxation (heat bath algorithm) for 
continuous densities which have the form of bounded perturbations of Gaussian 
densities. The rates are calculated in the spaces of square integrable functions with 
respect to these desities in which the operator generated by the stochastic relaxation 
process has the form of a product of projections. I&? 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper addresses the issue of convergence rates of stochastic relaxa- 
tion for densities on an unbounded state space such as R”. This issue was 
first addressed in Knoerr [9]. There it was shown that the Markov process 
X,(x) generated by stochastic relaxation for a positive continuous density 
rp in R” is Harris recurrent and consequently by the powerful results of 
Arthreya and Ney [3], the process is ergodic, and the k-step transition 
probabilities converge in variational norm to the measure cp as k + co. 
In Amit and Grenander [l] the rate of convergence of stochastic relaxa- 
tion for general Gaussian distributions was shown to be exponential and 
upper bounds on the rates for deterministic and random updating 
strategies were given in terms of the smallest eigenvalue of the inverse 
covariance matrix. The type of convergence considered there was pointwise 
convergence of Lkf(x) to q(f) for any Lipschitz continuous function, 
where Lkf(x) = Ef(xk(x)). 
In Barone and Frigessi [4] exponential rates for convergence in varia- 
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tional norm for the deterministic updating strategy in the Gaussian case 
were obtained. They calculated the rate at which the covariance matrix of 
X,(x) convergences to the covariance matrix of cp. Observe that for deter- 
ministic updating schemes at each step X,(x) is a Gaussian variable. 
In Goodman and Sokal [7] a very general result on convergence of 
stochastic algorithms was obtained for Gaussians. They calculate the rate 
at which I&f-- q(f)l, goes to zero, where 1. IV denotes the norm in 
L,(R”, q(x) dx). They show that essentially any iteration scheme to solve 
the deterministic equation Qx =y, where Q is the inverse covariance 
matrix, corresponds to a stochastic algorithm for simulating from the 
corresponding Gaussian distribution. Moreover, the convergence rates are 
identical! This allows us to carry over a wide variety of algorithms 
developed in numerical analysis, including mutli-grid methods in those 
cases where the matrix Q has the appropriate structure (for example, a 
discretization of the Laplacian). The multi-grid methods avoid the problem 
of critical slowing down as the dimension increases. The classical stochastic 
relaxation algorithm which they call the heat bath algorithm corresponds 
to the Gauss-Seidel method for solving a system of linear equations. 
All the results described above are strictly limited to the Gussian case. In 
this paper we obtain a bound on the rate of convergence in L,(R”, cp), 
which is not as tight as the one in Goodman and Sokal [7], but which is 
calculated in a way that can easily be extended to bounded perturbations 
of Gaussians, i.e., densities of the form q(x) = (p(x)/Z)cp(x), where 
0 < c <p(x) < C. This covers many of the densities encountered in image 
analysis as posterior densities, when the prior is taken to be Gaussian (see 
Chow, Grenander, and Keenan [6], Amit, Grenander, and Piccioni [2]). 
It is still an open question whether similar perturbation results can be 
achieved for multi-grid algorithms which converge much faster. 
The basic element in our approach is that for any density q(x) the 
operator generated by the stochastic relaxation process on L,(R", q(x) dx) 
is a product of projections. The rates we obtain make use of a general 
result in Smith, Solomon, and Wagner [12] which gives a bound on the 
norm of a product of projections in terms of the angles between the 
corresponding subspaces. Thus the main contribution of this paper is 
calculating the angles between various subspaces of L,(R", rp) when cp is a 
Gaussian density. That calculation is then used to obtain angles between 
the corresponding subspaces of L,(R", 3). It is through the angles that one 
can pass from the Gaussian case cp to the non-Gaussian case @. The results 
on the Gaussian case are summarized in Theorem 2, and the results for the 
non-Gaussian case are stated in Theorem 3. To our knowledge this is the 
first result establishing exponential convergence of stochastic relaxation for 
continuous non-Gaussian densities and estimating the rate. In Theorem 4 
we obtain an improved rate of convergence for both Gaussian and non- 
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Gaussian densities for the special case that the coordinates can be split into 
two subsets, each of which is conditionally independent, given the other. 
We also include a note on how convergence in variational norm in the 
Gaussian case can be obtained from the type convergence proved in (Amit 
and Grenander [ 1 ] ). 
2. GENERAL SETUP 
First some notation. For any x E R” and 1 < i <j< n let xCi) = 
(x l~~~~~xj-l~ xj+l,***, x,) and xci,il = (xi, . . . . x,). For any positive 
continuous density cp in R” let qCn(xcj,) and cpci, j,(xci,j,) denote the 
marginals on the coordinates xCj) and x[~,~,, respectively. 
The Markov process corresponding to stochastic relaxation for a 
positive continuous density cp in R” is defined as follows. Start at X,, = x for 
some x E R”. At step k < n all coordinates except for k stay the same; i.e., 
Cx/Ax)li= Cxk- ltx)li f or i # k, and [X,(X)]~ is sampled from the condi- 
tional density cp(x, 1 [X,- ilCkJ. After the n th coordinate is updated return 
to the first and repeat the same procedure. The evolution defined by this 
Markov process on H= L,(R”, q(x) dx) is given by Lk f = P, ... Pkf, 
where 
Pj(f)(x) = E(f( V I v(j) = x(j)) = s f(x)Y(xjl x(j)) dxj, (1) 
and I’ is a random n-vector distributed according to q(x) dx. We write 
(2) 
so that L becomes the operator corresponding to a homogeneous Markov 
process given by an entire sweep through all the coordinates. It is well 
known that q(x) dx is the unique invariant measure of the Markov process 
(see Knoerr [9], Amit and Grenander [ 1 I). Our objective is to calculate 
bounds on the rate of convergence of Lkf to the mean p(f). 
Section 3 will deal with the L, approach to the deterministic updating 
scheme with which it is possible to obtain results on perturbations of 
Gaussian distributions. In Section 4 we show that the rates obtained in 
Amit and Grenander [l] for pointwise convergence of Lipschitz con- 
tinuous functions can be extended to convergence in variational norm; 
however, we have not been able to extend this result to perturbations of 
Gaussians. 
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3. THE L2 APPROACH 
The operators Pj, j= 1, . . . . n, defined in (1) are projections in L,(R”, q). 
This follow from the fact that Pj = Pj, lIPill < 1 and for any f, gE H, 
= N1 f(x cl,j-117 Yjy X[j+l,n3)~(Yjlx(h)) dYj 1 
X dx)cP(xjl x(j)) dxj 1 V,jJxcjj) dX,j, 
= pjf(x)J'jg(x)dx)d~ s 
Hence Pi is symmetric in L,(R”, q(x) dx) and is therefore an orthogonal 
projection on the space 
Hj={f~HH:f(x)=f(Xcj,)>. (3) 
DEFINITION. The angle a between two closed subspaces of a Hilbert 
space H is defined as follows: 
cos(a) = sup{ (sl, s,); Is,1 = 1, Is21 = 1, s1 ES, n (S, n &)I, 
s2 E S2 n (S, n S2)‘}. 
Equivalently we can write 
or 
co~(~)=~up(IPs,~Il; IsI1 = Lsl ESln(S, nS#}, 
costa) = sup{ lps,~A; Is21 = A s2 E S2 n (S, n W), (4) 
where P,,, P, are the projections on S, , S2, respectively. We will also use 
the notation cos(S,, S,) to denote the cosine of the angle between the 
spaces. 
Let P=Ps.Ps2 and let P= Pls,, i.e., the restriction of P to S,. The 
operator P can be written as P,, P, P,, and is therefore a bounded positive 
self-adjoint operator on S, and ll~ll < 1. The following lemma uses this in 
order to express the angles between S, and S2 in terms of the spectrum 
of B. 
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LEMMA 1. COS*(s,, S~)=P(~~I(~,~S~)I)=~(P~,S,~~S~~~)=SUP((T(~)\{~}); 
o denotes the spectrum and p the spectral radius. 
ProoJ From Eq. (4) it follows that 
co?(S,, S,) = sup{ ( sly P2sl >; lb, I = 1, si E (S, n S2)‘> 
= sup{ <sly P,P,s, >; lb,1 = A s1 E (S, n S2)‘} 
=dI (S, n s*p ). 
Since P”=B”-‘PIP2 and p(P)=lim IIP”II1’n we have o(PIslnszjl)= 
Pm Cs, -, szJ~). Now Si n S2 is precisely the eigenspace corresponding to 1. 
Since a(B) c [0, 11, 
Pm Ad(s,, &s,); IsI = 1 =sup(a(P)\(l}), 
where the last two equalities follow from the Spectral Theorem in its p.v.m. 
form (see Reed and Simon [ 10, VII.31). 1 
Since the spectrum is invariant under isometries we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let H and H’ be two Hilbert spaces. Let U: H + H’ be 
an isometry between them. Let S, and S2 be two closed subspaces of H. Then 
the angle between S, and S2 is the same as the angle between S; = US, and 
S2 = US, in H’. 
We now state a theorem due to Smith, Solomon, and Wagner [12] 
which provides an upper bound on ILf- cp(f)l, using angles between 
subspaces. 
THEOREM 1 (Smith, Solomon, and Wagner [ 121). Let H,, j = 1, . . . . p be 
closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H. Let Tj = n/= I Hi and let aj denote the 
angle between Hi and T, _ 1. Then 
IPIP, ~~~PpX-PX12< l- fi sin2(aj) 
( 
Ix-pxl*, 
j=2 > 
where Pj is the projection on the space H, and P is the projection on the 
intersection Tp of all of the subspaces. 
In the setting described in this paper H,, j= 1, . . . . p = n, is given by (3). 
The space 
Tj-,={fEH:f(x)=f(x,j,.,)). (5) 
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Clearly Tjml = L2(RnpJ+l, (~t~,~,(~r~,~,) dxcj,,,). T, is the space of constant 
functions and Pf = cp( f ). 
The Gaussian Case 
We first study the angles between the spaces Hi and T, _ 1, defined in (3) 
and (5), in the Gaussian case and then obtain a perturbation result for 
some non-Gaussian cases. 
Let rp be the density of a Gaussian distribution on R” with mean zero 
and inverse covariance matrix Q. Let A =diag[Q,,, . . . . Q,,] and 
Q’ = A - ‘/2Q/l ~ 112, Ob serve that Q’ has ones on the diagonal. Let cp’ be the 
corresponding Gaussian density and let HJ!‘, TipI be the corresponding 
subspaces of L,(R”, q’). The mapping U from L,(R”, cp) to L,(R”, cp’) 
defined by Uf(x) =f(A-“‘x) is an isometry and UH,= H,’ and 
UT,- 1 = T;.- r. From Corollary 1 it follows that we can assume without 
loss of generality that Q has ones on the diagonal. 
Denote by Q,, the upper left hand j xj submatrix of Q and Qj,(, the 
upper right-hand j x (n -j) submatrix of Q. Let Qij, denote the lower right- 
hand (n -j) x (n-j) submatrix of Q and let Qj denote the jth column of 
Q. Thus Q has the form 
LEMMA 2. Let uj be the angle between TipI and Hi, then 
COS2(Crj) = Yj= (Q{l,j- 11)’ Q,I l,(Q{,,j- 11), 
where Qj denotes the jth column of Q, 
Proof: Let f e Tj- 1 n (T,-, n H,)‘. Since fe L,(R”, q(x) dx), we know 
that for almost every x~~+~.,,~ the function f(yj)=f(y,, xCj+I,nl) of the 
variable Yj is in L,(R, cp(yjl xcJ+ ,,n,)), and 
Now 
IP”,f 1; = CA PFf,f >I+? 
= 
s[J 
f (Yj, x[j+ l,n])dYjl Y[l,j- 112 xCi+ l,nI) 
XdY,jf(xj,x~j+,,,,)cp(Y~l,j~1,,XjIX~j+l,n7)dYyl,~-l1dXj 1 
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For fixed x[,+,,~, let @(Y~l,j~) = cP(Y~l,j~ Ixcj+ l,nl). The density CJ 
corresponds to the Gaussian distribution on Rj with inverse covariance 
c? = PCj, and mean fi=~(X~j+l,n~)= -QU~QJ,cj~X~j+l,nl. Let fi= 
L,(R’, @), where the dependence on x~~+,.~, is imply through the mean 
/.~(xt j+ l,n,), and let H, denote the space corresponding to mean zero, i.e., 
x[J + I.nl - - 0. 
The inner integral in the equation above is precisely (fP,f ),, where 
and 
s*= {gdkg(y [l,j])=g(Y[l,j-I])). 
Thus if we prove that cos2(S,, S2)=yj for all ~t~+r.~, we obtain from (7) 
that IPH,fli GrJ IfI:. If we setf(yp x[j+ l,nl)=Yj+ P(xcj+ I,nl) we obtain 
IPH,fl~=Yj lfl~2 so that cos’( Tip 1, Hi) = yj. 
Now using the isometry Vg(yt,, J,) =g(ytr, j, + p(xj+ ,.n,) ) between fi 
and H, it follows from Corollary 1 that cos’(S,, 3,) does not depend on 
~~~+r,~,. We can thus assume without loss of generality that xtj+ l,n, =0 
and the following key lemma completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let H = L,(Rj, G(x) dx) and let @ be the density of Gaussian 
distribution on Rj with mean zero and inverse covariance 
where A is a (j-l)x(j-1) matrix. Let S,={f~H:f(x)=f(x,)) and 
let S2= {fEH:f(x)=f(x c,,j-,l)}. Let y=b’K’b. Then P=P,P21s, is 
compact and its eigenvalues are given by I, = yk for k = 0, 1, . . . with corre- 
sponding eigenvectors tik( y) = hk( y &), where hk = %k/k! and %k 
denotes the k th Hermite polynomial. Consequently cos2(S,, S,) = y. 
Proof: The covariance matrix & ~ ’ can be written as 
Q-1 = 
( 
(A - bb’)-’ -(A-bb’)-‘b 
-b’(A -bb’)-’ > l+b’(A-bb’)-‘b ’ 
(8) 
Let E = b’( A - bb’) ~ ’ b and 6 = b’(A + bb’) ~ ’ 6. Now 
y-&=b$-~‘-(A-bb’)-‘)b= -b’A-‘bb’(A-bb’)-lb= --YE, 
and similarly y -6= y& Consequently 6 =y/(l +y) and ~=y/(l -y), and 
the marginal Qj of @ on the last variable xi is a Gaussian distribution of 
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mean 0 and variance &= l/,/r-,. The scaled and normalized 
Hermite polynomials #k defined above form a complete orthonormal basis 
of S, =L*(R, Gj(Yj) dYj). 
ForfES, we have 
where~((y,,~~)=S~,-,~(y~Iy)~(yIx~)d~andy=y~~,~-~,. We willobtain 
the spectral decomposition of the kernel k( yj, xi)/ej( y,). 
Since 
1 
@(Yjl,f)=(2n)y* - exp[ - l/2( yj + b’j)*] 
and 
we have 
= ,/WA) 
znj/* expC-l/2(.$ + YXf)l 
X exp[-1/2((j, (Afbb')y)+2(yj+X,)b~~)]d~. s 
A simple calculation involving completing squares yields 
xexp[-1/2((1-6)y,2+(y-6)x+2xjyj6)]. 
Since g(yj, xj) must be a density in yi, we have 
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Dividing the above expression by @jj(yj) we obtain 
gtY,3 xj) _ 1 
@j)i(Yj) - JiTj J’Cj 
xexp[-1/2((y-6)y,2+(y-6)x~--2x,yjJ)] 
=-J$==/xp [ -&~72Y~+72xj?-2x~YjY) 1 
=*exp [-2,:Ti21 (r2Y~+Yzx~~~2x,YjY)] 
= f  hk(Yj J1-vlhktXj &JY”. 
k=O 
The last equality follows from Lemma A (see Appendix). Thus 
P,,P,,S(X~)=C,“=,~~~~~~(X~), where fk is the kth coefficient off with 
respect to the basis dk. 1 
P,, P,, is the operator corresponding to a two step stochastic relaxation 
scheme which starts at an initial point (~ti,~- 1,, x,) simulates yEi,,- 1, from 
the conditional of the first j- 1 components given xj and then simulates yj 
from the conditional of the jth component given ~ti,~- ,,. As mentioned in 
the Introduction, Goodman and Sokal [7] have a general method of 
finding the rates of such schemes, which in the case of two operators or two 
step schemes is equivalent to calculating the angle between the subspaces. 
Their method relies on Simon [ 11, Section (1.4)]. We present some of the 
details to allow the reader to understand this approach without having to 
deal with Wick polynomials and Fock space representation. 
Second Prooj First observe that @( j 1 xi) $5( yj 1 j) is a Gaussian density 
in (j, yj) = y with inverse covariance 
G=(yp’ f), 
and mean ( -xjA-‘b, xjb*Ap’b). Thus for any fe H and XE Rj we have 
Pf(x)=P~~P,,f(x)=J @(Axj)@(yjl.jj)f(y)dY 
f(u)expC-l/2(((~-Mu), G(u-Mu)))ld~ (9) 
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where 
Let K be the positive symmetric square root of &. Then the map defined 
by U’(x) =f(C’x) is an isometry from H= L,(@, 4) to i7= L,(Rj, tj,), 
where I$, denotes the Gaussian density with mean zero and identity 
covariance matrix. The spectrum of P is the same as that of P= UPU-’ in 
i??, and for any f E R, 
iy- (x) = 
xexp[-1/2(((0-fVx),G(v-f@x)))]du, 
where m= KMK-’ and G= K-‘GK-‘. Now let f,(x) = exp[(a, x) - 
la1*/2]. Using (8) it can easily be established that G-i = 0-l -M$-‘M’ -- 
from which it follows that G- ’ = I- MM’. Using this equality in another 
calculation involving completing squares one obtains 
FJfJx) = exp[ (@a, x) - l&P;i’a1*/2] =fm,,(x). 
From the formula exp[tu - t*/2] = C,“=, t“Y$(~)/k! follows the multi- 
dimensional formula 
expC(4 x> - l4*/21= C X(x) 
I = iI, . . . . i, 
~2% +-, 
where u= = uy ...uj, SE(x)=&,(xl).P~~,(xj), and or!=i,!.--ij!. Now for 
any c1 = 2 i, . . . . i,, a careful calculation of the coefficients of u’ in fn;i,a(x) 
leads to 
where k= 1~1 = i, + . . . + ii and E rv a is any sequence of k indicies from the 
set ( 1, . . . . j} with i, Is, i,2s, . . . and ij js. 
The functions Za/@ form an orthonormal basis of ir, and setting 
r,= span(Xa : Ial = k} we have I;i=~l(@km,~ r,), which is called the 
Weiner-It0 decomposition of R, see (Hida [8]). From the equation above 
it follows that r, is invariant under P. Moreover, a careful manipula- 
tion of indices yields l/PI r,II = IIli;ikI(. A similar argument will yield 
IIP’I rk 11 = IIR’II, since 
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we get IIP’I I~ /) = l[Mil and, hence, that 
p(PI*I)=p(~)=p(M)=b’A-‘b=y. 1 
We now state the following result on the rate of convergence for deter- 
ministic stochastic relaxation for a Gaussian distribution. 
THEOREM 2. Let cp be the Gaussian distribution on R” with mean zero 
and inverse couariance Q. Let yj = (Q{,,i,)t Q,:(Q{,, j,), for j= 2, . . . . n and 
let L be as in (2), then 
ILf-df)l2,~ l- fl (1 -Y,) If-df)l’, 
( /=2 > 
= (1 - det(Q))I f- df)l~. 
Proof From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 we have 
lLtfmO(l.)lt,~(l- fi Cl-Yj)) If-cP(f)li. 
j=2 
where the last equality follows from Cramer’s formula for the inversion of 
a matrix. Finally, n:= 2 det( Q, j,)/det( Q,, _ r ,) = det( Q). I 
Remarks. Observe that since Q,, = 1 for all j = 1, . . . . n we have 
where 12, are the eigenvalues of Q. Equality is achieved only when al the 
eigenvalues are equal, in which case Q is diagonal; i.e., the variables are 
independent and stochastic relaxation converges in one step. 
Bounded Perturbations of Gaussians 
Assume now that q(x)= (p(x)/Z)rp(x), where c<p(x) < C, for some 
positive constants c, C. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
C= 1; otherwise just scale p together with the normalization constant Z. 
THEOREM 3. Let H = L,(R”, cp) and ff= L,(R”, @). Let Tj- ,, Hj5H be 
as in Lemma 2. Let Tj- I, ffj c fi be the corresponding subspaces of H. Let 
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uj, Zj be the angles between the two subspaces in H, $ respectively. Then 
sin2(Ej) > c sin2(aj), and, consequently, 
ILf-$(f)l~<(l--c”-‘det(Q)) IS-$(f)li, 
where l is defined as in (2) for the distribution 4. 
Proof: Let R= T,_, n Hi and i? = Tj- I nfij. Observe that since 
R c Hj we have PH,(f - P, f) = P, f - PRf, and similarly for PR,, PK. 
From (4) it follows easily that 
and similarly for Ej. For f E Tj-, we can write 
>; j- (f(x) - &,,f W2dx) dx. 
The second inequality follows from the fact that Pn, f is in Hj and that 
P, f is the element in Hi which minimizes the distance in H toJ Using the 
same argument reversed we have 
2 c sin2(a) 1 (f lx) - PRf (x))‘+(x) dx 
=csin2(a) If-Pkfli 1 
Observe that the bounds in Theorems 2 and 3 do not depend on the 
order in which the coorindates are updated. This is a drawback since it is 
clear that some permutations of the coordinates are preferable to others. 
However, in some cases of interest the results above can be significantly 
improved. 
It often occurs that the distribution cp has the property that after some 
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rearangement the variables (x,, . . . . x,) can be split into two disjoint sets 
(x 1, ..., x,) and (x, + , , . . . . x,) such that 
(P(X[l.m, I X[m + I.n] I= ii (P(X,I-qm+Ln,) 
/=l 
and 
WC m  + I,n] I XClm,) = ii cp(Xjl X[lJ& 
j=m+l 
Since we have assumed that the inverse covariance matrix Q has ones on 
the diagonal this conditional independence is equivalent to Q,,, and Qim, 
being identity matrices, where Q,,, is the upper left-hand m x m submatrix 
of Q and Q;,, is the lower right-hand (n -m) x (n -m) submatrix of Q as 
in (6). This is the situation in nearest neighbour lattice models which are 
very frequently used in statistical physics and in image analysis. 
In these situations the stochastic relaxation steps in the variables 
x1, . . . . x, and subsequently in the variables x, + I, . . . . x, can be done inde- 
pendently in any order or in parallel. In other words, the projections 
P 1, . . . . P, commute and P, . . . P, = P,. Similarly, P, + 1 . . . P, = P,;, 
where Tl, = fiJ’=,+ 1 Hi. Consequently L = PTmPTk. Now using the same 
approach as in the second proof of Lemma 2 and writing C = Q,,,,, (see 
(6)) we have 
Lf(u) = JWG) 
(27p s f(o)expC-l/2(((~-Mu), G(+M4))ldu, 
where 
G= (I+;tc s> 
and 
M= 
Using the equality G ~ r = Q ~ r - MQ- ‘M’ one obtains that Lf,(x) = 
f&,(x) and with the same procedure as in the second proof of Lemma 2 we 
obtain p(L[,~)=p(M)=p(C’c) and 
IL!-cp(f#A1 -Pwmf-cpwl2,. 
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Now since 
Q-k 
(I- CC’)-’ -C(Z- CC)-’ 
-C’(Z-cc-’ (I- C’C)-’ ’ 
we can write 
p(C’C) = l- 
1 1 
-= 
p((Z-CrC)-l)<l -p(Q-‘) 1-Eb1’ 
where as above A, is the smallest eigenvalue of Q. 
Now assume that q(x) = (p(x)/Z)cp(x), where p(x) = fly= f p,(x,) and 
0 < c < p(x) < 1. Then the distribution 4 will have the same conditional 
independence properties as 71 and by the same perturbation arguments as 
in Theorem 3 we obtain 
ILf-~(f)l2,<(1--~1)If--(f)l~. 
We summarize the above discussion in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let 4(x) be the density of a Gaussian distribution on R” 
with mean 0 and inverse covariance Q. Assume that Q,,,,, and Q;,, are iden- 
tity matrices. Assume also that p(x)=nl= 1 pj(xj) and O< c<p(x) < 1. 
Then for the distribution @ = (p(x)/Z)cp(x) we have 
Remark. It is clear from the above theorem and the conditioning 
arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2 that if the coordinates can be 
rearranged so that there are r identity matrices along the diagonal of Q 
then 
I-if-ml;w-cr4) If-$ml;. 
As long as r e n, this could represent a significant improvement in the rate. 
4. CONVERGENCE IN VARIATIONAL NORM 
Let Q be the Gaussian distribution defined in the previous section. In 
Amit and Grenander [l] it is shown that for any Lipschitz continuous 
function f with Lipschitz constant L, 
ILYb) - df)l G cW(lxl + 113 (10) 
68313811.7 
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where y = (1 - ,I,/( 16n3))“, and as above A, is the smallest eigenvalue of Q 
(assuming that Q has ones on the diagonal), and c is a fixed constant 
which depends on Q. 
In the following lemma it is shown that for any bounded f the function 
Lf is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant bounded by C, If I %, . 
LEMMA 4. For any boundedfunction j1 
ILfb)-~f(Y~l6C, Ifl, I -.A? 
where C,=C;j=I lQ,l. 
Proof Lf(x I, . . . . .xn)= s f(y,, . . . . Yncp(yIIy2, ..*3 Y,) 
cp(Y* IXI, Y3, ...? YJ 
cP(Yilx[l,i-119 Y[i+l,n]) 
-_c_ 
~-WY, ...dy,. 
Since 
‘P(Yil Y[l.i-I], x[i+l.n]) 
=~exp[-lJ2(yi+i~iQ,yj+ i Q,Xj)‘]. 
J=I J=i+l 
we have that 
sfw -= - 
axi i jf(Yb(Y, I qZ.n,)...dYnI Y[l,n-1,) /=i+l 
xQ,(Yj+‘fI’ QjrYr+ i Qjrxr)dy. 
r=l r=j+ 1 
(11) 
We consider each of the integrals in the sum. First observe that all the 
conditional densities in yi, . . . . y,-, integrate out, and we bound each 
integral by 
j- 1 
Yj+ C Qjr Yr + i Qjrxr 
>I - 
dYCl.jl. 
r=l r=j+ I 
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Now integration in the variable yj can be carried out first as 
s cP(Yjl Y[l,,- ljx[j+ I,,]) ((Y,+'? QjrYr+ i Qpxr)i dYj 
i-= 1 r=j+ I 
6 cP(Yjl Y[l.j-IIx[j+ I,n]) 
j- 1 
x Yj+ 1 QjrYr+ i 
( 
2 10 
Qjrxr dYj ~1, 
r=l r=j+ 1 1 1 
for any Y[l.j-l]* Consequently each integral in (11) is bounded by 
IQ01 IfI 3o, the sum is bounded by C;=,+ I \QJ IfI oo, and the norm of the 
gradient of Lf is bounded by C, IfI ~. 1 
From (10) we immediately obtain that 
Icm) - df)l GcCp Ifl, f-YIxI + I), (12) 
for any bounded function j Now let L* denote the operator generated by 
the Markov process on the space of probability measures; i.e., 
j Lf(x)v(dx) = j-fW”vW, 
for any bounded continuous function f and probability measure v on R”. 
Then the above inequality implies that 
where 6, denotes the probability measure concentrated at x. From this it 
is easily obtained that 
for any probability measure v such that v( 1x1) < co. As mentioned above it 
is not clear how to obtain a perturbation result in this setting. 
Remark. Observe that the rate obtained in the previous section can be 
written as 1 - 1, . . .I,, where 1, < . . . <A,, are the eigenvalues of Q in 
inreasing order. The rate given in this section is (1 - A,/( 16n3)) N 
1 - A,/( 16n’) for large n. This implies that if 1, . . . A,, < l/( 16n2) the second 
rate is better; otherwise the first is better. 
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APPENDIX 
The following result can be found in Charlier [S]. 
LEMMA A. For any t E ( - 1, 1) the following equality holds. 
K(x, .v, t)=&exp [ - &) (t2x2 + t2y2 - 2txy) 1 
= ,zo x(x;F(y) tk. 
Proof: First observe that for any t E ( - 1, 1) the sum above converges 
because %k(x)%k(y)/k! + 0 as k + co. Denote the limit L(x, y, t). 
Let q(x) = I/(&) exp[ -(1/2)x2]. Use the formula 
on both sides of the 
exp (at)ti-q]=\r:,j” [-s]exp[au-:]du 
2n 1 t2 a 
and identify the coefficients. This leads to 
-G 2(1-t ) 1 &(u)du=tk&(v), 
which can be rewritten as 
t2u2 + t2v2 - 2tuv 
- 2( 1 - t2) 1 &$(u)(p(u) du= tk%k(v). 
Now recall that Sk, k= 0, . . . . form a complete orthonormal base of 
L,(R, q(x) dx) and are therefore all the eigenvectors of the integral kernel 
K(x, y, t) in L,(R, q(x)). Thus we have 
K(x, y, t)’ lim i ‘&$(x)&(y), 
n-tmk=,k! 
in L2(R2, cp(x)cp(y) dx dy). Since both L(x, y, t) and K(x, y, t) are analytic 
in t for t E (- 1, 1) we obtain the pointwise equality of the two sides. 
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